
Good morning !

The issue the ethical committee wants to discuss today with all of you,
mainly with the schools, is teaching ethics in body psychotherapy
schools. Although we know that most schools convey ethics to their
pupils, we think that an ongoing discussion on the matter could be
useful.
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The same presentation was 
given in Lyon and Sofia… what 
do we do today ?

Last time, Ioanna Charal 
was also present. Today she 
cannot help me, as she has died.



For those who do not know me:

• I live and work in Lausanne Switzerland.

• Doctor in experimental psychology with a specialization on nonverbal
interaction

• Trained and trainer in the Gerda Boyesen Method, psychotherapist and
supervisor.

• EABP member since 1987, I have participated in several committees of
the EABP. Today I represent the Ethics committee of the EABP, as reserve
member. It is now chaired by David Trotzig. Ilse Schmidt-Zimmermann
who is one of our hosts, is a full member of the Ethics Committee and the
Forum.

• My main publication is Body Psychotherapy: History, Concepts &
Methods. Published in French, it has been translated in English and will
soon appear in German. You can find this PowerPoint, and more, on my
website; www.aqualide.com



Question of the day: 

How can body psychotherapy students
acquire a sense of what psychotherapeutic
ethics is about, and construct in themselves
an ethical rigor that becomes explicit and
automatic ?

No one has, to my knowledge, a definite 

answer to this question. So it’s a good topic for 

our discussion.



I will highlight a few points in a way that can easily be
developed to students. They can then see the sort of issues that
are raised during discussions on ethics, and how they can be
discussed. The aim is of course that students can integrate
these principles in what ever emerges in them when they
practice and teach psychotherapy in a professional and ethical
way.

http://www.randokayak.com/



Introduction: spirit, principles & rules

http://r.search.yahoo.com/_ylt=A2KLj9NaNxVWIE0AC0plAQx.;_ylu=X3oDMTIzYmVyZmsyBHNlYwNzcgRzbGsDaW1nBG9pZANkZWRlNDFlNGEzO
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Ethic spirit & 

preoccupations

Cognitive 

ethic 

principles

Financial 

rules

Social 

discrimination 

rules

Ethics of 

boundaries

Collegial ethics

Etc.

Rules concerning the 

respect of patients and 

therapists

Etc.

From the ethical spirit to deontological rules

Time during training



Psychotherapists claim they are particularly
well informed and trained to support
constructively intimate individual needs.
Psychotherapist have the ethical duty of
presenting and defending these needs to the
patient, and to social, cultural and economical
institutions. A future psychotherapist should be
capable of acquiring the inner capacity to fulfil
such a research and therapeutic endeavor.

The spirit of ethics



http://r.search.yahoo.com/_ylt=A2KLj.ooehZWqGYAmQ1lAQx.;
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zI0BGl0A2Jpbmc-
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UyWcELKwo.yj6NclR85W9biQo-

- If the two above points

are clear then the

deontological rules
become obvious.

- If the spirit is not available, the person should never become
a psychotherapist. By definition psychotherapy schools should
represent that spirit and only train those who can integrate it.

- The structure of the school should be the best way of
transmitting ethical principles: respecting boundaries, quality
of knowledge, payment systems, time management,
cleanness, clarification of relational issues, etc.



Philosophically, there exists two extreme positions:

• We all have, deep in our soul, an intuition of the essence of ethics

(Plato) . This truth must be discovered within (the “know thyself” of

Socrates), with the help of masters.

• Ethics is something to be looked for, to be discovered so as to

compensate for the chaos of nature (Democritus). This requires a

collective enquiry.

The spirit of Ethics requires an enquiry

https://encrypted-tbn3.gstatic.com/images?q=tbn:ANd9GcSAAW6BbjeGdq4xgsJn7eLdIBvFO0QQsEF0sqmgZbvWBhxbfEnd

https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&c
d=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CAcQjRxqFQoTCP-EqoT-qsgCFYa-
FAodD2QEQA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.reseau-
canope.fr%2Fmusagora%2Fmondes-antiques-mondes-
modernes%2Fplaton-et-le-daimon-de-socrate%2Fle-demon-de-
socrate%2F&psig=AFQjCNGy9dXuukZPRCgfogexVdm0GIITGA&ust=1444
122291024464Reference:  Cornelius Castoriadis (2008: 16): 

La Cité et Les Lois.

In both cases each individual has

to construct, with others, an access

to how it feels when one is ethical…

like musicians fine tuning their

instruments

Socrates, and Democritus by Rembrandt



As we deal with what some call the soul of

human beings, the essence of our professional

ethic is close to philosophical ethical positions. Our

ethic also includes a central preoccupation for how

we communicate with patients and colleagues, and

how profitable psychotherapy is for the patient’s

need to integrate his experiences constructively.

Professional ethics in psychotherapy, 1



In the realm of psychotherapy, the quality of our

interventions must correspond in rigor to the depth of our

concern for the quality of human experience. In the

particular case of body psychotherapy, where direct

physical contact is often established, sometimes

imposing various forms of intimate emotional dialogues, it

is also particularly important to convey respect for

boundaries, tactful contact and enough grounding to

contain how our inner warriors interact.

Professional ethics in psychotherapy, 2



III. The sexuality of main trainers: using
psychoanalytic history as an introduction

Psychoanalysis is, to my knowledge, the only psychotherapeutic
movement that has published some information on the sexuality of some of
their principal figures. I will use this well-known information to open a
discussion in the Forum on how we deal with this issue in the EABP.

Our ethics committee has been efficiently active in this domain.
However, until last year our status required a direct complaint from the victim
before acts could be taken. Today we are creating solutions in which
complaints from colleagues, dully framed, could activate inquiries that can
protect patients who are too fragile to carry alone the whole weight of a
complaint.



III.a. Historical information, 1

References: Heller, M. C.  (2012). Body Psychotherapy: history, concepts & methods. New York: W.W. Norton. 
(chapter 16-18)
Revue Française de Psychanalyse, La perversion narcissique, LXVII, 3, 2003

Sharaf, M. R. (1983). Fury on earth: A biography of Wilhelm Reich. 

http://www.google.ch/url?sa=i&
source=imgres&cd=&cad=rja&ua
ct=8&ved=0CAgQjRxqFQoTCKfyp
PamscgCFcyYGgodmowA-
A&url=http%3A%2F%2Fclarte.eu.
com%2Fpetiteperfection%2Ftheo
scopie%2Farticles%2Finvitational
adansedusabre.htm&psig=AFQjC
NGTtVmOy1qZyLkXBAZ_zXhKxv7
SxQ&ust=1444339731524964

The figures on which we have the most information are

psychoanalysts of great renown, who were also critical on how the

movement functioned, and on Freud’s theory, such as Jung, Ferenczi,

Reich and Kahn. One could argue that the two first had relatively romantic

facets, while Kahn’s adventures have been presented by some as

manifestly perverse, sadistic and willfully harmful. Reich’s adventures

were not always pleasant either.

Reich



III.a Historical information, 2

Reference: Makari, G. (2008). Revolution in mind: The creation 

of psychoanalysis. 

In all these cases events were well known by heads of schools,

supervisors and close colleagues (For example Freud and Winnikott). No real

official action was taken during their life time, but these adventures were

discussed, and some times therapy for therapist and/or patient was provided.

The facts were discussed after the therapists death.

Making love with patients was not rare in the early years of

psychoanalysis, and clearly went against psychotherapeutic ethics, in an

explicit way, after the second world war.

http://www.google.com/imgres?im
gurl=https://upload.wikimedia.org/
wikipedia/commons/0/00/CGJung.j
pg&imgrefurl=https://en.wikipedia.
org/wiki/Carl_Jung&h=3909&w=26
04&tbnid=Rs8vki0K_ja7YM:&docid=
lfVbvCBVT2mgdM&ei=LJIVVtiCFYy4
apfhsqAM&tbm=isch&ved=0CDYQ
MygEMARqFQoTCNjItK2qscgCFQyc
Ggodl7AMxA

Jung                                                                                Ferenczi



III.a Historical information, 3

In the 1920s, when Ferenczi became a promotor of transferential

dynamics, he agreed that therapeutic work on transference was

technically impossible if therapist and patient had sexual

relationships. André Haynal, in his 1987 The technique at Issue,

showed that without Jung and Ferenczi’s love affaires with patients,

psychoanalysts would probably not have been able to unravel the

depths that communicate during transference and counter

transference.

Haynal                                                           Ferenczi
http://www.google.com/imgres?i
mgurl=https://karnacologynew.file
s.wordpress.com/2015/05/hajnal2
-andrc3a9-
haynal.jpg&imgrefurl=http://karna
cology.com/interviews/ernst-
falzeder-and-brett-
kahr/&h=261&w=200&tbnid=Bmjg
seVjAKMCGM:&docid=22foAy-
f8jHvyM&ei=15QVVpLFOMataZbX
gYAD&tbm=isch&ved=0CCUQMygJ
MAlqFQoTCNKMr_OsscgCFcZWGg
odlmsAMA

Reference: Haynal, A. (1987). The technique at issue. 
Controversies in psychoanalysis from Freud and Ferenczi to 
Michael Balint. London: Karnac Books, 1988. 



III.a Historical information, 4

Freud followed the cases of Jung and Ferenczi closely, and took some of these

patients in therapy. One of them even became a well known psychoanalyst. Love was

clearly an issue on both sides: the need for a certain type of love, and the complex

shadow of love. In that context what happened was not necessarily destructive.

In the case of Kahn, who was close to Winnikott, the same strategy was not

constructive, because – according to what has been published, he had far more

destructive tendencies. When he died, psychiatry professors around the world

mourned for the death of a brilliant theoretician. But when the London Times published

stories told by some of his patients, many were shocked to discover what had

sometimes happened, but also that Winnikott and his team had covered up the

scandal.

Concrete example: http://www.lrb.co.uk/v23/n04/wynne-godley/saving-masud-khan

http://graphics8.nytimes.com/images/2007/01/12/books/bloo190.jpg

Kahn

References: Revue Française de Psychanalyse, La 

perversion narcissique, LXVII, 3, 2003



III.b Deontology and sexual abuse, 1

Since the 1920s the ethical context has changed. Psychotherapy

are required to have followed a full psychotherapy and to be

thoroughly supervised. Since the Second World War, ethical and

deontological codes have been agreed upon by the main professional

associations. Patients are encouraged to see a lawyer if ethical

sanctions are not applied.

However, judging a colleague’s behavior remains complex,

because of all the links that, often, have been tied by a common

history (psychotherapy, supervision, being trained together, rivalry in

professional and/or private life, being trainers together, admiring the

intellectual support given by a colleague, past love and sexual

relationships, comradeship or even friendship, transferential

dynamics, and so on).



III.b Deontology and sexual abuse, 2

By default action must happen in all cases. The issue is to

remain ethical in how we deal with all protagonists. This implies

taking account of the patient’s needs, of what has been activated in

therapist by that adventure, and the reputation of our field.

In all cases all protagonists need a protective space to regulate

the loss of boundaries. For example there are cases when patients

accuse a therapist of a transgression of sexual boundaries that did

not occur. Some of these cases have gone as far as court.

In some cases the issue maybe that the therapist did not have an

approach that could deal with the psychological dynamics of that

patient (this point has already been discussed today).



III.c Sexual deontology: from the point of view of the field

From the point of view of the reputation of the field, and of

the schools involved, public disclosure within the

professional environment is necessary, as well as the name

of the therapist and the measures taken. The risk that such

events reach the press cannot always be avoided. This is

particularly important in a field where touching is used on a

regular basis. In all cases, when required, the utility of

involving lawyers should be discussed.



III.c Sexual deontology: from the point of view of the patient, 1

From the point of view of the patient, things are much more

complicated. For example most, even when they are able to

perceive they have been abused, are afraid of being involved

in the destruction of the reputation of some one they have

deeply respected. If they are trainees they are also afraid for

their future career. Being publicly presented as an abused

person which can influence legal responses can be as

traumatizing as the sexual abuse.



III.c Sexual deontology: from the point of view of the patient, 2

Sabina Spielrein’s abuse by Jung has been the subject of

several popular films glorifying Jung.

More recently, when Strauss Kahn was accused of assaulting a

maid, what she had to stand in front of the justice and the media is

enough to discourage most abused person from activating a

complaint.

From the point of view of the psychotherapist I am, the de facto

alliance between justice and media makes a huge publicity for the

abuser and offers little support for the abused person’s psychological

integration of what happened, and her repair system. It is at least, in

many cases, a retraumatizing experience. Providing a

psychotherapist automatically is not enough.

Reference: Richebächer, S. (2005). Sabina Spielrein. Eine fast

grausame Liebe zur Wissenschaft. Zürich: Dörlemann.



III.c Sexual deontology: from the point of view of the patient, 3

This partially explains why it is so difficult to bring forth a case

for sexual harassment: the harasser can easily accuse colleagues of

slander if they do not have sound evidence, even if they know what is

happening from their own patients and supervisees. Professional

secrecy is again paralyzing, for the moment. (see plate 34)

The abused person must know that the abuser is being dealt

with, and malicious slandering exists between colleagues. However,

in the same way that our Ethical Committee fights for an ethical way

of being ethical, we should also help law to find ethical ways of

protecting abused person.



Thank you ! 

and greetings from 
the EABP Ethics committee

to 
the EABP Forum



I. The Ethics 
of Knowledge

&
Psychotherapy 

Schools
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ence%2f847_atheist-metaphysics-and-religious-
equivocation_2007.html/RK=0/RS=AQvz_RbJf1lNDneJjT_ySlyblPs-

Discovering Psychology: The 
Science of Mind

by 
John Cacioppo & Laura 

Freberg 



In his Metaphysics (I.1), Aristotle distinguishes the 
art, the science and the experience of the therapist:

- Science is existing knowledge constructed by
colleagues concerning categories of patients. By
default this should be the knowledge you base your
interventions on.
- Experience gives the capacity to accommodate
present knowledge to the specific requirements of an
individual. This accommodation may lead to a
calibration of current scientific knowledge, if colleagues
are informed.
- Art emerges as a practitioner learns to integrate
Science and experience.

The spirit of Ethics, Ia : 

Aristotle & the ethics of knowledge

Plato and Aristotle by Raphael: Plato points at the sky, Aristotle to earth.



At the ethical committee, the last cases 
we discussed concern:

a) The lack of professional boundaries, and a
poor development of the art, science and
experience of psychotherapy.

b) The lack of sexual boundaries

N.B. Concrete examples have been published 
in the EABP Newsletter

The spirit of Ethics, Ib : Aristotle & the ethics of 

knowledgeIn his Metaphysics (I.1), Aristotle distinguishes the art, the 

science and the experience of the therapist:



Pierre Janet, founder of psychological-analysis, psychotherapy and Dynamic

Psychology, criticized psychotherapy schools, such as Freud’s Psycho-

analysis, who a) only use scientific formulations that agree with their thinking, and

b) refuse to learn from experience by imposing a grid to patients before a

therapist has had time to understand the dynamics of the patient. In both cases

Janet talks of a poor ethics of knowledge which associates psychotherapy

schools to sects. According to Scientific ethics, you should want to constantly

accommodate your theories, methods and techniques to the needs of an

individual patient. Meeting a patient is nearly always a discovery process. What

he calls Psychological-Analysis requires intense collaboration between scientists

and psychotherapy movements.

Reference: Janet, P. (1913). Psycho-Analysis. 

https://sp.yimg.com/xj/th?id=OIP.Mc340f72523cd7a8aad3a60825994d
aa3o0&pid=15.1&P=0&w=258&h=160

https://sp.yimg.com/xj/th?id=OI
P.M9c3479333a96627988949460
4c78a0afH1&pid=15.1&P=0&w=3
00&h=300

The principles of Ethics, IIa : 

Janet & the ethics of 

knowledgeFreud Janet



Paraphrase: For example most humans experience that managing one’s sexual life is

complex. This topic will therefore inevitably emerge if one uses methods such as free

associations. If one only uses such methods with neurotic patients, one may therefore

have the impression that neurosis is caused by an unsatisfying life. The relevance of

such a simplistic explanation of psychopathology quickly disappears if one uses the

same method with non neurotic patients.

Janet’s critique was quickly dealt with by Freudians like Wilhelm Reich, who claimed

that most humans are neurotics anyway. Assuming that all neurosis are caused by a

sexual trauma does not often lead to cure. This is an example of the dangers of not

looking for other explanations when exploring the intimate feelings of a patient, for they

are always complex phenomena emerging from a complex web of causes.

References: 

Janet, P. (1913). Psycho-Analysis, p. 60f.
Reich, W. (1952). Reich speaks of Freud. 

https://sp.yimg.com/xj/th?id=OIP.M9c3479333a966279889494604c78a0afH1&pid=15.1&P=0&w=300&h=300

Reich by Sterba : 
http://t2.gstatic.com/images?q=tbn:A
Nd9GcTsPyNCZzvuQ6yRPLrNsNrXpFiB
f-AhEoYC_uBJBOgiBwdAvMH2vg

The rules of Ethics, IIIb : 

Epistemological traps



Epistemology & Ethics: Janet’s critic of the ethics of knowledge propagated

by psychotherapy schools is based on the scientific assumptions that for the

moment, mostly in the younger sciences such as psychology, theories are a

transitory equilibrium that will inevitably lead to improvements. Believing in

the useful simplifications we are able to use and teach today, can only lead to

sectarian modes of functioning. We need to associate present knowledge

with curiosity. Using what the field has already learned and remaining

open to alternative explanations is a basic part of therapies that claim to

follow scientific ethics since Aristotle (Popper).

Reference: 

Popper, K. (1963). Conjectures & Refutations.

https://sp.yimg.com/xj/th?id=OIP.Mc340f72523cd7a8aad3a60825994daa3o0&pid=15.1&P=0&w=258&h=160

The rules of Ethics, IIIc : 

Wanting to improve 

knowledge
http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/popper/popper.jpg



I have reviewed many articles written by body psychotherapists for body

psychotherapy journals. In three quarters of the cases, the authors were incapable

of situating their propositions (often interesting) in a wider frame, and to dialogue

with other points of view. In some cases I could not help to think that some articles

were closer to publicity or preaching than to a way of creating a dialogue between

the methods used by an author and other points of views. When I asked for a

recalibration, some became angry and refused to submit their article.

For example an author would write that Reich and Lowen were wrong when they

said XYZ. I asked a reference and could not get one. I was accused of repressing

freedom of speech.

The rules of Ethics, IIId : 

Sharing knowledge or 

preaching?



The spirit of Ethics, IV : 

Piaget’s epistemological adaptive process

To use Jean Piaget’s (one of Janet's pupil) vocabulary: Janet wants
to accommodate his knowledge to the patient when he can, while
Freud and Reich mostly perceive what their imagination can
assimilate.

http://www.azquotes.com/picture-quotes/quote-when-you-teach-a-child-something-you-take-away-forever-his-chance-of-discovering-it-
jean-piaget-52-61-83.jpg

https://sp.yimg.com/xj/t
h?id=OIP.Mc4c522385e
7134d56082f9955da1a7
87o2&pid=15.1&P=0&w
=300&h=300



II. Ethical dilemmas

The spirit of ethics should also influence how we

apply ethics in collaboration with our colleagues.



For example we know by experience that rigid

formulations can be used by persons who use pervert

strategies. Therefore, for all rules there should be a way out.

In Switzerland, when ethical rules lead to an impasse, we

can discuss with the state doctor. For example if we hear

that a patient is abusing some one (adult or child), we have

to find a way out of the conflict between a) the ethical

requirement for professional secrecy and b) our ethical

dedication to defend the well being of persons.

Ethics refinements and dilemmas, Ia: 

ethical ways of applying ethics



Ethics refinements and dilemmas, Ib: 

ethical ways of applying ethics

Being imprisoned by the rigidity of a

constructive ethical rule. This dilemma was

poignantly described in Alfred Hitchcock's 1943

film on the ethics of confession. A murderer

confesses his crime to a catholic priest. He then

plants evidence which convince the police that the

priest is the murder, knowing that this priest will

never betray the secret of confession.



Ethical refinements & dilemmas, IIa: 

should we accept all patients? 

Consider the following ethical urge: Hoping that a patient

functions more constructively in his every day life.
Now consider a patient with whom the therapist feels regularly

anxious during and after sessions. The dilemma is the following:

- Feeling better is not only feeling less anxious, but also to generate

interactive dynamics that do not repeatedly generate anxiety in others.

- If the therapist feels heroic to work with that patient he may be doing a

clinical and ethical mistake: helping the patient to feel less anxious at

the expense of others. This could lead to the construction of perverse

modes of communication. Curing the patient in this way may generate

psychological pain in others.



Ethical refinements & dilemmas, IIb: 

should we accept all patients? 

A therapist can, in such cases a) take

supervision, and/or b) delegate the

patient to a colleague who has

experience with this type of patient,

and/or c) accept that for some patients

therapeutic support can only be provided

by a team (e.g., in a psychiatric

institution).

https://encrypted-
tbn0.gstatic.com/images?q=tbn:ANd9GcRY7TXAQRGAOmbN
U5LF_m8t6bi-FG5jmPxeX33TweHeDTbhXQJetQ

This stresses the point that the therapists needs to

recognize his limits for himself as well as for his patients.
No one can work well with every one.



III.a Deontology often deals with 

abusive and unprofessional behavior

All behaviors that go beyond the limits of the patients, are

equally dangerous for the patient, the therapist and the

therapeutic discipline. Not providing the best possible

treatment, given what is known, is thus a form of abuse and

breach of trust. Violence, unclear finances, playing around with

the time frame and unclear contracts are other examples.

Often the patient has already been abused. Such acts may

thus not only harm, but also reenact a past trauma and create

a new trauma.



III.b Deontology often deals with 

abusive and unprofessional behavior

Three interests should, in case of crisis, be

considered in a differentiated way: the patient,

the therapist and the profession.



III.c Deontology from the point of view 

of the professional association

When a breach of an ethical rule occurs, the event should be

dealt with to protect as much as possible all those concerned.

The event should be notified in the school and related

association(s), naming the therapist, the unclear behavior and

the sanctions.

The announcement always activate high emotional charges in

all concerned. It is never an easy task.



III.c Deontology from the point of view 

of a school

An accredited school has the obligation to follow
the ethical rules of the EABP. If there is an
ethical issue at the school, even if it involves a
non-member of the EABP, they have an
obligation to inform the EC and ask for guidance
and support. We are all co-responsible of
keeping the EABP ethical spirit alive.



III.d Deontology from the point of view 
of the patient, 1

I have no statistics on the matter (they are difficult to get), but in

the cases on which I have been able to get some detailed

information, it is manifest that most abused patients are fragile,

insecure, previously abused, and/or handicapped.

It is on the patient that an eventual ethical or legal complaint rests.

He becomes responsible of what happens to a therapist he also

often, given the dynamics of transference, needs to protect. Because

the ethics of a profession rests, for legal reasons, on the shoulders of

the patient, he is insufficiently protected.



III.e Deontology from the point of view 

of the patient, 2

Publically admitting one has been misused may also be perceived

as a humiliation. This exposure is often not only a retraumatisation,

but can also become a new powerful trauma.

Further more, in cases such as sexual abuse, the patient will need

several years of therapy to overcome the implications of the

therapeutic trauma… on top of what the patient already needed

before the transgression of the therapist.

With patients that are fragile, even a mere professional mistake

may take years of reparation before a patient can trust a therapist

again.



III.f Deontology from the point of view 
of the therapist, 1

The therapist also needs to be protected from patients by his

association. Some times the accusations of the patient are false. At

other times the patient asks for impossible repair tasks.

The ethical committee must distinguish an accidental breach of

deontology, and a recurrent one that inevitably points to a lack of

maturity concerning ethical principles and spirit.

A corrective measure requires at least the three following points:

supervision, psychotherapy and improvement of the science that exists

in the field. A the end of the probation period, one then asks the therapist

what he has learned. If all one gets as an answers are excuses and

playing the victim, the Ethical Committee will not be satisfied. What it

wants from the therapist is a capacity to learn from errors.



III.g Deontology from the point of view 
of the therapist, 2

It is only when the ethical spirit seems to be immature and/or

unstable, incapable of further development, that exclusion from

the professional association is proposed. When the maturity

only concerns the principles, than the therapists should, at

least momentarily, be excluded from the working teams and

from working with patients.

This bring to beginning of this presentation, when I stated

that ethics is something that is constructed, following a

coordinated individual and professional process.


